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Welcome

What makes us free? Is freedom a state of mind, as some philosophers might have it, or is it a political right that historically has been
achieved only after contentious human struggle? Either way, freedom is hard work and we cannot take it for granted. As threats to
freedom continue to mount across the globe, what are our responsibilities to freedom as a fundamental value and a human right?
How do we preserve, protect and promote the ideals and realities of freedom in ourselves and for our communities, nation and world?

This series, simply titled Freedom, brings together scholars, thinkers and activists whose work vividly engages the
idea of freedom in human creativity, in community building and in social justice.

We hope you’ll be a part of the conversation.

All events are free and open to the public.
Free parking in Parking Structure #2 adjacent to Miller Auditorium.

University Center for the Humanities
Ann Miles, Director
Scott Bade, Coordinator
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Jerry Saltz
October 28, 2019 | 6 p.m. | 3502 Knauss Hall, WMU

"How To Be an Artist; or at least think more freely and creatively about your everyday life"

Art is for anyone; it's just not for everyone. Andy Warhol once said art is allowing “the little things to suddenly thrill you.” How do you get from
there to making real art, great art? Everyone takes a different path. Yet over the years I’ve found myself returning to a handful of core ideas again
and again. Art, in all its forms, raises many persistent, strange, even scary issues—challenges that can keep artists and onlookers intimidated,
cynical, afraid to get started or keep going. Even lifers like me. Some of the fears that block us are circumstantial: What happens if you didn’t go to
school for this? (I didn’t.) What if you’re almost pathologically bashful? (Hi.) What if you have Imposter Syndrome?(Almost everyone does; it’s the
price of admission to the House of Creativity.) Come listen, come learn, come and maybe change your life some. Or at least peer into the mysteries
of art. What allowed Bob Dylan to observe that writing a song makes him feel like “It’s like a ghost is writing ... except the ghost picked me to write
the song.” Jerry Saltz will help you tap into this, trust it, and not get creeped out of it.

In 2018, Jerry Saltz received a Pulitzer prize for Criticism “for a robust body of work that conveyed a canny and often daring
perspective on visual art in America, encompassing the personal, the political, the pure and the profane.” Currently, Saltz is
the senior art critic at New York Magazine and its entertainment site Vulture.com, a leading voice in the art world at large.
He won a National Magazine Award for Columns & Commentary in 2015, and was a finalist for the same award in 2011.

Frostic School
of Art



Since at least the Declaration of Independence, where American colonists condemned the British for enabling “merciless Indian
savages” to undermine colonial interests, American Indian law and policy has been driven by Indian-hating. Indian-hating dominates
the philosophical foundations of anti-American Indian rhetoric that too often drives Indian law and policy. Traditional Anishinaabe
(Odawa, Ojibwe, Bodewadmi) stories or teachings, known as Aadizookaanaan, that helps to reorient law and policy from an Indian
perspective.

Matthew L.M. Fletcher is Professor of Law at Michigan State University College of Law and Director of the Indigenous Law and Policy
Center. He is a regular instructor at the Pre-Law Summer Institute for American Indian students. He sits as the Chief Justice of the
Poarch Band of Creek Indians Supreme Court and also sits as an appellate judge for the Grand Traverse Band of
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe, the Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band of
Pottawatomi Indians, the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, the Hoopa Valley Tribe, the Nottawaseppi Huron
Band of Potawatomi Indians, the Santee Sioux Tribe of NebraskNebraska, and the Tulalip Tribes. He is a member
of the Grand Traverse Band, located in Peshawbestown, Michigan.

Matthew Fletcher
November 7, 2019 | 7 p.m. | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU
Native American and Indigenous Peoples committee lecture

"The Ghost Road: Anishinaabe Responses to Indian-Hating"



When the first Black president headed into the White House, Americans were imagining their nation as colorblind and went so far as to call it
post-racial. With the arrival of Donald Trump many people are awakening and seeing racial reality for the first time. With opened minds, people
are actively trying to understand racism. In this deeply personal and empowering lecture, Kendi shifts the discussion from how not to be racist,
to how to be an antiracist. He shares his own racist ideas and how he overcame them. He provides direction to people and institutions who want
more than just band-aid programs, but actual antiracist action that builds an antiracist America.

IIbram X. Kendi is a New York Times bestselling author and the founding director of the Antiracist Research and Policy
Center at American University. A professor of history and international relations and a frequent public speaker, Kendi
is also a columnist at The Atlantic. He is the author of Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in
America, which won the National Book Award for Nonfiction, and The Black Campus Movement, which won the W.E.B.
Du Bois Book Prize. His newest book, How To Be An Antiracist, publishes in August 2019. Kendi lives in Washington, D.C.

Ibram Kendi
November 15, 2019 | 4 p.m. | 2000 Schneider Hall, WMU

"How to Be An Antiracist”
This program is presented in conjunction with:

WMU Theatre's production of August Wilson's Gem of the Ocean playing at WMU - Nov. 15--24
Black Refractions: Highlights from The Studio Museum in Harlem, on display at the Kalamazoo Institute of Arts - Sep 14 - Dec 8



Vivien Sansour
Feb. 20, 2020 | 7 p.m. | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU (Lecture)
Feb. 21, 2020 | 4:30 pm – 6:30 p.m. | Kalamazoo College (Workshop)
Feb. 22, 2020| 10am – 1pm | Kalamazoo College (Seed Swap & Story Share)

“The Palestine Heirloom Seed Library: A Journey of Reclaiming
   Life in One of the World's Centers of Diversity - Palestine” 

Heirloom seeds also tell us stories, connect us to our ancestral roots, remind us of meals our families once made at special times of the year. The
Palestine Heirloom Seed Library is an attempt to recover these ancient seeds and their stories and put them back into people’s hands. The Seed
Library is an interactive art and agriculture project that aims to provide a conversation for people to exchange seeds and knowledge, and to tell the
stories of food and agriculture that may have been buried away and waiting to sprout like a seed.

In this talk and workshop, Vivien Sansour will discuss the work of the Palestine Heirloom Seed Library, El Beir, Arts and Seeds, and the Traveling
Kitchen, all located in the village of Battir, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in Palestine.

Vivien Sansour is the founder of the Palestine Heirloom Seed Library. She works with farmers worldwide on agricultural
issues, seed conservation, and cultural practices relating to crop diversity; this includes finding and reintroducing threatened
crop varieties, and collecting stories to assert the ownership of seeds by communities and not companies. She feels most
at home in the fields, where farmers plant their seeds and share their stories.



Edward Montgomery
February 27, 2020 | 7 p.m. | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU

“Academia and Public Policy: Uneasy Allies or Mortal Enemies”

Since beginning as president of Western Michigan University, Edward Montgomery has launched initiatives focused on student success, revitalizing 
the South Campus neighborhood, the development of a new budget model impacting all areas of campus, and the implementation of the revised 
core curriculum, WMU Essential Studies. As part of his commitment to helping students complete their studies, Montgomery implemented a 
targeted grant program to assist financially at-risk students.
Dr. Edward Montgomery became the ninth president of Western Michigan University on Aug. 1, 2017. He came to WMU from Georgetown 
University, where he had served as founding dean and professor of economics at the McCourt School of Public Policy. During a more than
35-year academic career, Montgomery has held faculty positions at Carnegie Mellon and Michigan State universities as well as the University
of Maryland, winning teaching awards some five times over the years. During his tenure at Maryland, he served for six years—2003-09—as
dean of the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences. In President William Clinton's administration, Montgomery held a number of positions 
including chief economist and deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of Labor. In President Barack Obama's administration, Montgomery
was a member of the president's auto task force and led the inter-agency White House Council for Auto Communities and Workers.



Susan Reed, Sergio Cira-Reyes,
Nelly Fuentes
March 12, 2020 | 7 p.m.

2452 Knauss Hall, WMU

“Condors, Eagles, and Allies: A
  Conversation About Movement Ecology
  and Immigrant Rights"

Nelly Fuentes, Volunteer organizer with movimiento Cosecha Kalamazoo and movimiento Cosecha Michigan; Sergio Cira-Reyes, Volunteer
Organizer with Movimiento Cosecha GR; and Susan E. Reed, Managing Attorney at the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center, will present a
conversation reflecting on local victories for immigrant rights. These recent wins include limits on local law enforcement agencies' voluntary
engagement with immigration enforcement and municipal identification programs. In what appears to some to be among the darkest times in
American history for immigrant rights, these leaders are finding new ways to relate to build relationships and power. Nelly, Sergio, and Susan will
challenge assumptions about what is really happening in this era, invite new understandings of networks and power structures, and challenge a
nonprofit and human services structure that often moves people through a broken system that isn't set up to produce equitable outcomes. Sergio
and Nelly will lift up Movimiento Cosecha as a new space for the people most affected by an issue to act without reliance on institutions. The
conversation will validate popular wisdom and community experiences in making meaningful change.



About the Center
The mission of the Center is to recognize and support the humanities at
Western Michigan University. As a gathering place for dialogue, the Center
acts as an incubator for the exchange of ideas among faculty, emeriti, alumni,
undergraduate and graduate students, and people in the wider community.
Through the understanding of diverse cultural, professional, political, and
intellectual landscapes, we nurture engaged academic and community life.
Visit the University Center for the Humanities online at

www.wmich.edu/humanities 

All events are free and open to the public.



Become a Friend of the Humanities 
Who? Friends of the Humanities form a community dedicated to strengthening
the humanities in the Kalamazoo community and on the Western Michigan
University campus. 

How? To become a Friend of the Humanities, individuals, organizations, and companies
 are invited to make an annual gift to the University Center for the Humanities through
the WMU Foundation by visiting www.wmich.edu/humanities/giving

Why? Given the wide-ranging activities of the Center, private donors can have a real
impact. Even smaller amounts go a long way to enhancing the opportunities for
citizens, scholars, and students to do research, write books, give lectures, organize
discussions, and work in the community. 

What? Friends of the Humanities will receive invitations to special events, including
a fall gathering of people from the community and University who support the
humanities and arts. At events, you will have reserved seating, opportunities to meet
and talk with guest speakers and visiting scholars, and invitations to receptions. You
will also receive brochures, postcards, emails, and an annual report with detailed
information about all of our activities so that you will see how your donation enhances
the humanities at WMU and in Kalamazoo.  



Calendar

2019-2020 Freedom

October 28, 2019 | 6 p.m. | Jerry Saltz | 3502 Knauss Hall, WMU *

November 7, 2019 | 7 p.m. | Matthew Fletcher | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU *

November 15, 2019 | 4 p.m. | Ibram Kendi | 2000 Schneider Hall, WMU **

February 20, 2020 | 7 p.m. | Vivien Sansour : Lecture | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU *

February 21, 2020 | 4:30 p.m. | Vivien Sansour : Workshop | Kalamazoo College

February 22, 2020 | 10 a.m. | Vivien Sansour : Seed Swap & Story Share | Kalamazoo College 

February 27, 2020 | 7 p.m. | Edward Montgomery | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU *

March 12, 2020 | 7 p.m. | Susan Reed, Sergio Cira-Reyes, Nelly Fuentes | 2452 Knauss Hall, WMU *

All events are free and open to the public.

Free parking in Parking Structure #2 adjacent to Miller Auditorium

Free parking in Parking Lot 72R (Schneider employee lot)

For more information, visit: www.wmich.edu/humanities/

*

**




